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Boughton House as it stands today is
largely the work of Ralph Montagu,
later 1st Duke of Montagu, who
inherited what was then a simpler
Tudor building, in 1683.
Montagu had been an English
ambassador to France, and he was
keen to bring French beauty and style
to an English landscape. He expanded
his home using contemporary French
architectural influences and the
resulting masterpiece is often referred
to as ‘The English Versailles’.
His son, John, 2nd Duke of Montagu,
was passionate about the landscape
and made grand changes to the
gardens. His new landscape covered
100 acres, with water features, splendid
vistas and tree-lined avenues.
What was once a simple Tudor manor,
with a Great Hall at its heart, was now
a palatial residence on the scale of
the most splendid in the country. After
the death of the 2nd Duke, the House
passed through the female line to noble
families whose main residences were
elsewhere. The Dukedom of Montagu
became extinct and for two centuries,
the House ‘slept’.
However in the 20th century it once
again became a beloved family home,
the residence of the Duke of Buccleuch
and Queensberry, a descendant of the
Montagus.
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We are delighted, as ever, to welcome
back The English Concert’s founder
Trevor Pinnock to direct this programme,
which brings together some of the finest
instrumental music by Henry Purcell and
George Frideric Handel.
The Montagu Music Collection at
Boughton House, once owned in large
parts by Elizabeth Montagu, 3rd Duchess
of Buccleuch (1743-1827), betrays the
family’s love for Handel as well as for
theatre music. Her grandfather, the Duke
of Montagu, was one of only seven Dukes
who owned shares in Handel’s Royal
Academy of Musick in 1719. She herself
was a regular subscriber to both the
Italian and the English Opera in London
and followed theatre music closely. In
the collection’s 35 volumes containing
Handel’s music expensively bound
and clearly treasured, we encounter
the latest opera overtures, arias and
dances arranged for small forces to be
sung, played and thus enjoyed at home
alongside some of his instrumental
works. In this collection of Handel’s music
in domestic arrangements Elizabeth
honoured and shared her father’s love for
the “English Orpheus” and celebrated the
Georgian theatre.
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18th Century London has been described

People could hear music in opera houses,

as “the wonder city” . Britain was building

theatres, music clubs, pleasure gardens

an empire, based on a growing dominance

and churches, but they also wanted to

in international trade and overseen by

play it for themselves. Amateur music-

governments of comparative stability,

making flourished as families all over the

which enabled a successful marriage

country took up singing or learnt to play

between merchants, traders and

an instrument -- the flute, oboe, violin and

financiers, and opportunities for wealth

harpsichord being the most popular – and

creation on an unprecedented scale.

there was work aplenty for composers and

Growth in London was mirrored in the

arrangers to provide for this new domestic

regional cities and expanding new towns

market.

(such as the ports of Liverpool, Bristol and
Hull and the growing industrial centres

The public musical activities which

of Manchester, Birmingham and Leeds).

developed in post-Restoration Britain

Throughout the land a booming economy

remain fairly familiar to us: the first to

led to a vast increase in what came to be

flourish was musical theatre (patronised by

known as the middle classes of society,

royalty within weeks of the restoration of

such as master craftsmen, merchants,

Charles II to the throne), then commercial

joiners, tailors, brewers, tutors, clothiers

concerts (pioneered by John Banister

and the professions, especially law and

and Thomas Briton in the 1670s) and, to

medicine. All were providing services

a limited extent, musical festivals such as

increasingly in demand, and as they

the annual celebrations around St.Cecilia’s

became financially better off they had

Day each November, or the annual music

more time to spend on leisure activities.

week in Norwich to coincide with the

The focus of much of this leisure time was

Assizes. Much less familiar, nowadays, is

music.

domestic music- making and the music

standards of performance, punctuality

and Thursdays. During the celebrated York

and commitment and a solution was

Races week each August, the high point of

often adopted, at any rate by the more

the city’s social calendar, there were daily

prosperous, to hire professional ‘stiffening’ to

morning concerts featuring visiting artists.

take charge of rehearsals and enhance the

The dominance of visiting maestri may be

quality of concerts . Many of these musical

inferred from an order of the Assembly

imports were Italian and the number of

Room directors relating to Race Week:

itinerant virtuosi was a huge contributory
factor to the blossoming of a diverse and

“Signor Galli to have the use of the Rooms

colourful musical landscape.

for his concert on Wednesday morning, and

In Edinburgh, for example, the virtuosi

Signor Gardini to have the use any other

recruited directly from continental Europe

morning, Thursday excepted which day

included ‘Mr Passerini’, ‘Mr Pollani’ and a

being appointed for the concert for the

‘Mr Rochetti’. In York, where the thriving

benefit of the Music Assembly. And that

York Musical Society had been established

Signor Frasi have the use of them any other

as early as 1676, the Society developed

vacant morning after S.Gardini hath fixed on

a ‘musical assembly’ which met (in the

his morning.”

Assembly Room, of course) every Friday
during the winter season. The rest of the

These immigrant musicians and composers

week was filled with a dancing assembly

may have been predominantly Italians,

(Mondays), a card assembly (Wednesdays)

but of course not exclusively so: in London,

and theatre performances on Tuesdays

the Italian violinists, such as Geminiani,
Castrucci and Barsanti,
were soon joined by
Matthew Dubourg and
Charles Dieupart, and by
the recorder players John
Loeillet from Belgium and
James (Jacques) Paisible
from Paris. From Germany
came the composer and
viola da gamba player
Carl Abel, J.C. Bach, and
of course that colossus of
the 18th Century musical

societies or clubs. The minute-books of

world, George Frideric

these associations record their members’

Handel himself.

constant preoccupation with improving
A musical Party painted by William Hogarth (1697-1764) showing the Mathias family at home
in 1731 playing Trio Sonatas

Thus the stage was set for some of the
leading composers of their day to excel
in their art. Although it is Handel’s name
that is most remembered from this era,

Henry Purcell
(1659–1695)

Ayres for the Theatre

many other composers became much-

written between 1690 (Dioclesian) and
1695 (Bonduca) and contains virtually all of
Purcell’s surviving output of theatre music.
Purcell only really began writing such music

loved household names. For example,

Overture (Bonduca)

(for public performance) in the last five

while Handel dominated the Opera House,

Air in G minor (Abdelazer)

years of his life. Until 1689 he had been

Thomas Arne also drew appreciative

Butterfly Dance (Dioclesian)

essentially a court composer, with a large

crowds at theatres. Families played

Hornpipe on a Ground (The Musical Beau)

output of Chapel Royal anthems, court

Arcangelo Corelli, Henry Purcell and

Minuet (The Double Dealer)

odes, songs and chamber music. That year

William Boyce’s Trio Sonatas when at

Chaconne (King Arthur)

saw the coronation of the new protestant

home and admired the anthems of Purcell,

king, William of Orange, and a substantial

Maurice Greene and the organ voluntaries

Almost the only works Purcell published

contraction of the Royal Household. Purcell

of John Stanley when they went to church.

during his lifetime were small-scale pieces

needed to look elsewhere for income

They heard, loved and delighted in a

which could be performed in the home –

and responded to a commission from the

wealth of ‘English’ music, a fair proportion

songs, catches, trio sonatas and keyboard

leading actor and impresario, Thomas

of which was composed, arranged and

works. But this all changed following his

Betterton, to provide music for a new

directed by their European visitors.

unexpected death in 1695, leaving a

play, Dioclesian (actually a reworking of

mass of unpublished manuscript material.

an earlier Restoration play called ‘The

A burst of commemorative publishing

Prophetess’), in a lavish production at the

activity saw a ‘new’ (in truth they had

Queen’s Theatre, Dorset Gardens. This was

been written some 15 years earlier) set

Purcell’s first major score for public theatre

of trio sonatas for the domestic music-

and its success launched him on a new

making market alongside two substantial

career. In the next five years he provided

volumes entitled Orpheus Brittanicus which

music for nearly fifty productions, ranging

contained almost all of Purcell’s huge

from single songs in comedies to large-

output of songs. Given Purcell’s fame, and

scale operatic plays (such as King Arthur

the grief felt by all musicians at his death,

and Fairy Queen).

the success of these publishing ventures
was perhaps to be expected. Much less so

The very last of Purcell’s theatre works

was the enduring popularity of another

was Bonduca, dating from October 1695,

posthumous collection (published in 1697)

only one month before his death. The play

called, for short, ‘Ayres for the Theatre’ (the

was an adaptation of Fletcher’s tragedy

full title is ‘A Collection of Ayres Compos’d

about Boadicea and Purcell’s overture

for the Theatre, and upon other Occasions’,

brilliantly captures something of the play’s

although there is no indication of what

juxtaposition of Glory and Tragedy with

those ‘other occasions’ might have been).

a startlingly chromatic tension, towards

This volume contains thirteen theatre suites

its end, between the keys of C major and

C minor. For the most part these short

were Alcina and Ariodante, and the season

in 1717). At the time Handel appears to have

had opened with Il Pastor Fido for which

miniatures which are only loosely, if at all,

George Frideric
Handel

James Brydges, later the Duke of Chandos,
taken little interest in their publication. They

Handel created a kind of danced overture

related to action on stage. The dances,

(1685–1759)

did not appear in print until 1730 (‘they’

entitled Terpsicore. With so much ballet

though, were usually choreographed

Trio Sonata in G minor Op. 2

being a mixed set of solo sonatas and trio

music in his op.5 trios Handel abandoned the

sonatas) and then only in a pirated edition

‘Corellian’ formal structure of the earlier Op.2

in Amsterdam, and it was some years before

sonatas, and Op.5 became more akin to a

John Walsh, Handel’s rather erratic London

suite of dances.

‘Ayres for the Theatre’ are self-contained

(although almost all such choreography
is lost) so to this extent we may imagine
hornpipes or minuets as the music plays.
The Butterfly Dance is intriguing in this
respect because, although it begins gently
enough, it develops with some surprisingly
uneven phrase lengths which suggests
some quite strange dancing. No such
strangeness applies to the wonderful
final Chaconne from ‘King Arthur’ which
accompanies a ’general dance’ at the
conclusion of the opera.

Trio Sonata in C minor Z798
[Grave]
Largo
Canzona
Allegro

No. 5
Larghetto
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro
Early 18th Century chamber music was, as
its name indicates, very much for domestic

publisher, brought out a ‘more correct’
version containing the six trios as Handel’s

Tracking down the sources of Handel’s

Op.2 (alongside the op.1 set of twelve solo

borrowings has become something of an

sonatas).

industry for the musicological scholar, and
tonight’s G major trio offers them typical

Trio Sonata in G Op. 5 No.4

performance. Consequently, the favoured
forms for instrumental music were the most

A tempo ordinario

small-scale, the solo sonata and the trio

Allegro

sonata, and the acknowledged master

Passacaille

of these forms was Arcangelo Corelli

Gigue – Presto

(1653-1713) whose works were hugely

Menuet – Allegro moderato

sought after throughout the country.
Handel had known Corelli well during his

Unlike the Op.2 set, the trios of Op.5 are

three-year stay in Italy at the end of the

not wholly original works. During 1739,

first decade on the 18th Century, indeed

the year of their publication, Handel was

Corelli had led many of the orchestras

suffering a kind of writer’s block, many of

which Handel assembled at that time, so it

his works from this time (the great oratorio

is not surprising that he should adopt the

Israel in Egypt is a prime example) being

somewhat conservative Corellian model for

substantially constructed from re-workings

his own chamber works (in contrast with his

of earlier material. For these trios Handel

much more adventurous approach to stage

again returned to his years at Cannons with

works).

the Duke of Chandos, combining some of the
overtures from those years with the dances

The manuscript evidence, and indeed the

he had written for the Covent Garden opera

style of the works themselves, confirm

season of 1734 in which one of the special

that they date from soon after Handel’s

attractions had been the inclusion in his

arrival in London (probably composed

operas of the Parisian-based dance company

at Cannons during his employment by

of Maria Sallé. The new operas for 1734-35

riches: movements 1 and 3 were originally
the overture to the oratorio Athalia (1733)
with a movement from the serenata Parnasso
in Festa (1734) inserted between them. The
great Passacaille was originally meant to
be played at the end of Act II of Radamisto
(1720) but seems not to have been performed
in that production. It reappears in Terpsicore
which is also the source of the sprightly Gigue.
The final minuet is taken from the ballet at the
end of Alcina.
All the music for the trio had originally been
scored for orchestra and was converted to
a trio version by the simple expedient of
leaving out the viola line. This sometimes left
awkward gaps in the texture but fortunately
one manuscript source survives with the
original viola line restored, and this is the
version used for this evening’s performance.
© Felix Warnock, October 2020

Boughton House
Boughton House came into the possession
of the Scottish Dukes of Buccleuch through
the marriage in 1767 between Elizabeth
Montagu (daughter of George Brudenell, Earl
of Cardigan and later Duke of Montagu) and
Henry, 3rd Duke of Buccleuch. Elizabeth had
been born into a family with a great passion
for music: both, her grandfather and greatgrandfather gave financial support to the
building of London’s principal opera house, the
Queen’s (later King’s) Theatre in the Haymarket
in 1705, and her grandfather, the 2nd Duke of
Montagu, in his role as Master-General of the
Ordonance, commissioned Handel to write the
Music for the Royal Fireworks in 1749. Elizabeth
herself was well-versed in the art of music and
invested substantially in her four daughters’
music education, hiring illustrious musicians
to teach them and taking them to the Italian
Opera regularly to enjoy the spectacle from the
family’s box, held on annual subscription as was
customary for noble families.
The Music Collection at Boughton House
is a unique testament to the lively interest
in domestic music-making that began to
pervade households across social divides in the
eighteenth century. In its sheer size – over 530
volumes of music – it also bears witness to the
fact that music, in manuscript and in printed
form, became a collector’s item, bound and
kept to document erudition and cultivation.
In contrast to art collection, though, much
of the music was not acquired for the simple
preservation of art works but as tools for social

interaction and lively engagement with the
cultural life of London and Edinburgh.
A lavish series of richly bound volumes –
adorned with the ducal coronet signalling
Elizabeth’s new life as the Duchess of
Buccleuch – comprises a wide range of vocal
and instrumental music that she had begun to
collect long before her marriage to the Duke
and her move to Scotland. Here, “Serious Italian
Opera” rubs shoulders with a wide range of
keyboard music, opera dances with “Songs
and Rondos.” Music took a central place in
a lady’s accomplishments in particular; for
women, though, these scores held further
attractions: for the genteel woman, sat at
her own harpsichord (or, later, fortepiano),
domestic music collections became conduits
to inhabit a whole cultural world of opera,
concerts and theatre that in public could be
only demurely spectated. While professional
music-making was out of bounds for these
often highly accomplished keyboard players
and singers, women could still experience the
glamour and scandal, the passions and turmoil
of the stage through domestic arrangements
of opera and concert music. What today may
seem like curiosities – six volumes of Handel’s
“Sonatas or Chamber Aires for a German Flute
Violin or Harpsichord…collected out of all the
late operas” or his “Overture and songs in the
Messiah” for solo keyboard – were the tools that
allowed women to partake in a wider cultural
life; domestic music-making functioned as a
social network between individuals, families and
cities.
Wiebke Thormählen, October 2020
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Trevor Pinnock is renowned world-wide as a harpsichordist

Nadja Zwiener studied in Berlin and at the Guildhall School

and conductor who pioneered the modern revival of early

of Music and Drama in London. She was a founding

music performance.

member of the Kuss Quartett, played in the opera
orchestra in Munich for two years and worked closely with

In 1972 he founded The English Concert whose reputation

a number of composers on performing their newly written

for ground-breaking performances on period instruments

pieces before discovering what she enjoyed most: playing

led to an extensive contract with Deutsche Grammophon and

on gut strings.

world-wide tours which included major orchestral works of

Photo: Gerard Collett

Bach, Handel, Mozart, Haydn and others, along with choral

In 2007 she was appointed leader of The English Concert,

projects and chamber music. In addition, Pinnock recorded

with whom she has toured Europe, the US and Asia. She

solo works including Bach’s Goldberg Variations and Partitas.

also appears as concerto soloist and directs programmes

He remained Artistic Director of The English Concert until

Photo: Dario Acosta

from the violin.

2003 and since that time he has divided his work between

Nadja particularly enjoys working with singers and creating

conducting, solo and chamber music engagements and

interesting chamber music programmes that might go as

educational projects at the Royal Academy of Music where he

far as combining Early Music with improvised, electronic or

is Principal Guest Conductor of the Chamber Orchestra.

even contemporary music.

He regularly works with Koninklijk Concertgebouworkest

As a proud Thuringian living in Leipzig, Nadja feels

Amsterdam, Deutsche Kammerphiharmonie Bremen and

particularly close to the music of Bach, which is the main

Mozarteum Orchester Salzburg. Frequent chamber music

focus of her work as leader of the Bachakademie Stuttgart.

partners include flautist Emmanuel Pahud, viola da gamba
player Jonathan Manson and violinists Sophie Gent and

Next year will see the release of her first solo album „Senza

Matthew Truscott.

Basso“ for the label GENUIN.

His recent recordings include Book One of Bach’s Well
Tempered Clavier and a unique arrangement of the Goldberg
Variations by Józef Koffler with Royal Academy of Music
Soloists Ensemble.
Trevor Pinnock was awarded a CBE in 1992 and an Officier of
the Ordre des Arts et des Lettres in 1998. He is also a recipient
of the Wigmore Medal, the York Early Music Centre Lifetime
Achievement Award and honorary doctorates from the
universities of London, Ottawa, Sheffield and Canterbury.

TUOMO SUNI

Chief Executive of The English Concert.

VIOLIN
Tuomo Suni studied baroque violin in his native Finland with

He appears on numerous recordings, many of them

Kreeta-Maria Kentala before attending the Royal Conservatoire

award-winning; his recording of Bach’s Brandenburg

in The Hague, studying with Enrico Gatti and graduating with a

Concerto No. 6 with the Dunedin Consort was nominated

master’s degree in 2005.

for a Gramophone award and was Classic FM album of
the week. Recording releases include the Brandenburg

Tuomo’s professional life has largely been centred around

Concertos with Concerto Copenhagen and Lars Ulrik

chamber music, performing and recording with several

Mortensen and Telemann’s Viola Concerto with The

international ensembles including Opera Quarta, Ensemble

English Concert and Harry Bicket.

Masques, Capriccio Stravagante and Ricercar Consort; winning
several awards such as Diapason d’Or for Opera Quarta’s cd

JOSEPH CROUCH

of Leclair trio sonatas in 2007 and for Ensemble Masques’s
Photo: Dario Acosta

CELLO

Romanus Weichlein cd in 2015.

Joe first heard The English Concert at the age of 7, in a
Tuomo is premier violon of Vox Luminis, principal second violin

recording of Handel’s Coronation Anthems with the Choir

of The English Concert, leader of Hallgrímskirkja International

of Westminster Abbey. Trevor Pinnock was playing organ

Baroque Orchestra and plays and records regularly with many

continuo and Joe’s brother was then the youngest member

other orchestras including Helsinki Baroque Orchestra, Dunedin

of the choir. Two years later Joe joined the same choir, and

Consort, The Early Opera Company and Bach Collegium Japan.

amongst the highlights of that time was another Handel
recording: Dixit Dominus, this time with Harry Bicket on

ALFONSO LEAL DEL OJO
VIOLA

the organ. After further choral training at King’s College,
Photo: Dario Acosta

Cambridge, and cello studies at The Royal Academy of
Music, and having served as principal cello with The Gabrieli

Alfonso Leal del Ojo grew up and received his initial training in

Consort and The Academy of Ancient Music, it was really

Seville. In 1998 he moved to London where he studied at the

a musical homecoming when Joe took up his current role

Guildhall School of Music and the Royal Academy of Music

with The English Concert. Accompanying solo singers and

where he specialised in period instrument performance.

working with choirs is still central to Joe’s work, although
forays away from the bass line have included his recording

He has been principal viola of The English Concert since 2006

with The English Concert of Porpora’s Cello Concerto in G

and tours extensively with them throughout Europe, East

minor. Joe teaches Baroque Cello at The Guildhall School of

Asia and North America. In addition to his work with these

Music and Drama.

ensembles, Alfonso is much in demand with other European
groups, frequently appearing as a soloist or guest principal.
Photo: Dario Acosta

In addition to his performing work he was manager of the
Dunedin Consort between 2010 and 2019 and is currently

THE ENGLISH CONCERT

The English Concert is an outstanding

continue to help us shape the way we perform.

Violin I

orchestra: exceptional, in the world-renowned

One cornerstone of the orchestra’s annual

Nadja Zwiener

quality, ambition and variety of its live and

cycle is its international Handel opera series.

recorded output; unique, in the zeal of its

Blossoming from an ongoing relationship

players for working and performing together;

with Carnegie Hall, the tour regularly takes in

unwavering, in its desire to connect with its

an ever-increasing roster of the world’s great

audience throughout the world.

concert halls, from Theater an der Wien and

Violin II
Tuomo Suni
Viola
Alfonso Leal del Ojo

Théâtre des Champs-Elysées, to Hamburg’s

Cello

Under the artistic direction of Harry Bicket

Elbphilharmonie and London’s Barbican.

Joseph Crouch

and principal guest Kristian Bezuidenhout,

Meanwhile, our regular London series allows

The English Concert has earned a reputation

us to explore a radically different path,

for combining urgency, passion and fire with

presenting programmes to our home audience

precision, delicacy and beauty.

that challenges and inspires us.

The artistic partners we collaborate with
We launched our partnership with Garsington

to bring our music to life.

Opera last year with performances of
Monteverdi’s Vespers of 1610 and despite

Joyce DiDonato, Dame Sarah Connolly,

the ravages of the current pandemic, we look

Iestyn Davies, Alison Balsom, Trevor

forward to our opera there next year, Handel’s

Pinnock, Dominic Dromgoole, Tom Morris

Amadigi, Re di Gaula.

extraordinary skills to individual projects, but

Joseph Crouch
Harpsichord is copied from an instrument by Carlo
Grimaldi (Sicily 1697) by Andrew Wooderson

reflect and enhance our pursuit for new ways

and many more have not only brought their

Harpsichord

(Bexley 2001). Provided and tuned by Simon Neal
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Join our friends
As we begin the slow road to recovery from this

Music-making is one of the most powerful means of

debilitating pandemic, we hope you may consider

bringing people together and when the dust fully settles,

supporting our work.

The English Concert will be with you, celebrating together
the music we believe in. For now, please do consider

The situation as it stands is still very challenging for the

giving us your support – we need it now more than ever.

arts community; our players are freelance artists and
when performances are cancelled, we cannot pay them.

You will find further information at

The English Concert is wholly reliant on income from

www.englishconcert.co.uk/support

ticket sales, fees from venues, donations from trusts and
foundations and private individuals.

With very best wishes from everyone at
The English Concert.

Whilst, it is clear the full repercussions of the Coronavirus
for our community are yet to be fully known, I am
certain that the human spirit will prevail. I take heart
in the demonstrations of humanity during the worst of
lockdown, with people singing, making music from their

Alfonso Leal del Ojo

balconies and celebrating those things that make us

Chief Executive and Principal Viola

human.

JOIN OUR FRIENDS

Exceptional
music-making.
WALL STREET JOURNAL

THE ENGLISH CONCERT
BRITAIN’S ORPHEUS SERIES
CONTINUES

1 OCTOBER

9 OCTOBER

Handel, The Philanthropist
from the Great Hall at Bart’s Hospital
with Dame Sarah Connolly, Sophie
Bevan, Soraya Mafi & James Way
Harry Bicket, Director

Handel, The Italian
from Somerset House
with Lucy Crowe
Harry Bicket, Director

13 OCTOBER
4 OCTOBER

Purcell, O Solitude
from Eltham Palace
with Iestyn Davies
Harry Bicket, Director

6 OCTOBER

Purcell, Odes for a Queen
from St John’s Smith Square
with Rowan Pierce, James Laing, Hugh
Cutting, Anthony Gregory, Hugo Hymas
& Ashley Riches
Kristian Bezuidenhout, Director

Purcell, Music, Home & Heritage
From Boughton House
with Trevor Pinnock
15 OCTOBER

Handel & Milton
from St Gile’s Cripplegate
with Mark Padmore & Carolyn Sampson
Harry Bicket, Director

The English Concert
Somerset House (West Wing)
Strand, London, WC2R 1LA
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Live streaming by

REGISTERED CHARITY: 271765

Visit englishconcert.co.uk to join the mailing list and for more details
on concerts and tours programmed after this programme has been
published.

